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a b s t r a c t

When a sensor network is deployed in a hostile environment, an adversary may launch
such attacks as eavesdropping the communications and compromising sensor nodes. Using
the compromised nodes, he may inject false sensing reports or modify the reports sent by
other nodes. To defend against these attacks, researchers have proposed symmetric group
key-based schemes. In these schemes, however, if a large number of nodes are compro-
mised, many (sub)group keys will be revealed. This greatly endangers the filtering
schemes, making them very ineffective or even useless. To address this problem, we pro-
pose a family of predistribution and local collaboration-based group rekeying (PCGR) schemes,
which update the compromised group keys to prevent the compromised nodes from
understanding the communications between noncompromised nodes or injecting false
data. These schemes are designed based on a simple while controversial idea – preload
future group keys into sensor nodes before their deployment. To protect the preloaded keys
from being disclosed by compromised nodes, we propose a novel technique that requires
neighboring nodes to collaborate to derive the future group keys. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our schemes are the first set of distributed group rekeying schemes for sensor net-
works without involving online key servers. Extensive analysis and simulations are
conducted to evaluate the proposed schemes, and the results show that the proposed
schemes can achieve a good level of security, outperform several previous group rekeying
schemes, and significantly improve the effectiveness of false data filtering.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction work and induce the network to accept them as legitimate
In many applications, e.g., battlefield surveillance and
habitat monitoring, sensor networks are deployed in unat-
tended or hostile environments. If the communications in
the networks are not well protected, they can be easily
eavesdropped by adversaries. Due to the lack of tamper
resistant hardware, adversaries may even capture and
reprogram nodes, or inject their own nodes into the net-
. All rights reserved.
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nodes [1]. Once in control of a few nodes, the adversaries
can mount various attacks from inside the network. For
example, a compromised node (intruder) may inject false
sensing reports or maliciously modify reports that go
through it. Under such attacks, the data sink may accept
wrong sensing data and take inappropriate responses,
which could cause catastrophic impacts in some strategic
scenarios.

To prevent outsiders from eavesdropping messages,
legitimate sensor nodes can share one or more group keys
[2] for encrypting the messages exchanged among them.
To thwart the message injection attacks, messages should
be authenticated. Due to high computational and commu-
nication overhead, the digital signature-based authentica-
tion techniques are not suitable for sensor networks [3].
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Therefore, researchers proposed to adopt symmetric group
key-based techniques such as the statistical en-route filter-
ing (SEF) scheme [4]. The basic idea of the SEF scheme is as
follows: sensor nodes are randomly assigned to multiple
groups before deployment, and nodes in the same group
are preloaded with a same group key. When a sensor node
wants to send a message to a sink, the message is authen-
ticated using multiple MACs contributed by its neighbors
and each MAC is generated using one group key. When
such a message is forwarded along a path to the sink, each
en-route node uses its group key to verify one MAC carried
in the message. If an en-route node is compromised, it may
modify a passing message or inject a false message. How-
ever, it normally knows only one group key, and thus it
can only forge one MAC correctly. So the modification or
injection will be detected by other en-route nodes who
know different group keys.

The group key-based techniques, however, will become
ineffective if some nodes are compromised, since an adver-
sary may obtain group keys from the compromised nodes.
To deal with node compromise, the compromised nodes
should be identified and then the noncompromised nodes
should update their group keys to prevent the adversary
from making use of the captured keys. In the literature,
various techniques have been proposed for identifying
compromised nodes. For example, nodes may use the
watchdog mechanism [5] to monitor its neighbors and
identify the compromised nodes when observing misbe-
havior. The identification accuracy can be further improved
by using some collaborative intruder identification
schemes [6]. In addition to identifying compromised nodes
based on misbehavior observed, Seshadri et al. [7] have
proposed a software-based attestation technique to detect
nodes that have been reprogrammed.

Although the problem of detecting compromised nodes
has attracted lots of interest and been studied extensively,
the problem of efficiently updating group keys in sensor
networks has not been delved. In the context of secure
multicast in wired networks, many centralized schemes
[8–11] and a few distributed schemes [12] have been pro-
posed. However, most of them are not suitable for sensor
networks. For example, in SKDC [8], each key updating re-
quires N key encryptions and N transmissions (N is the
number of nodes in the networks) of keys from the central
controller to each individual node, which results in very
high communication overhead and rekeying delay. The lo-
gic tree-based schemes proposed by Wallner et al. [9],
Wong et al. [10], and Balenson et al. [11] can achieve log-
arithmic broadcast size, storage, and computational cost.
However, the communication cost and the rekeying delay
are still high when they are applied to a large scale sensor
network with high resource constraints. Furthermore, a
central controller has to be online to trace the status of
all nodes, and maintain a large logic tree connecting all
the trusted nodes, leading to high management overhead.
The distributed solutions, e.g., Blundo’s scheme [12], allow
a set of nodes to set up a group key in a distributed way.
However, it is still not scalable or efficient since each node
must communicate with other trusted members in the
same group, and the storage cost of each node increases
rapidly as the group size increases.
To address the group rekeying problem for sensor net-
works, we propose a family of distributed and localized
group rekeying schemes, called the predistribution and local
collaboration-based group rekeying (PCGR) schemes. The de-
sign of these schemes are motivated by the following
ideas: (1) future keys can be preloaded to individual nodes
before deployment to avoid the high overhead in securely
disseminating new keys at the key updating time. (2)
Neighbors can collaborate with each other to effectively
protect and appropriately use the preloaded keys; the local
collaboration also avoids the high cost of the centralized
management. Based on the above ideas, we first propose
a basic PCGR (B-PCGR) scheme, in which one-hop neighbors
collaborate to protect their group key polynomials. In B-
PCGR, a group key polynomial is revealed if a node is com-
promised along with a certain threshold number of its one-
hop neighbors. To address this limitation and achieve high-
er resilience to node compromise, we propose an enhanced
PCGR scheme called cascading PCGR, in which each node
can collaborate with nodes beyond its one-hop neighbor-
hood to protect its group key polynomial. To the best of
our knowledge, PCGR schemes are the first set of distrib-
uted group rekeying schemes for sensor networks. This
distributed property is critical for unattended sensor net-
works deployed in adversarial environments because the
central authority is a single point of failure from security
and performance perspectives. Extensive analysis is con-
ducted to evaluate the security level and the performance
of the proposed schemes. We also compare the perfor-
mance of the proposed schemes with several existing
group rekeying schemes. Simulations are used to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed group rekeying scheme in
filtering false data. The analysis and simulation results
show that the proposed schemes can achieve a good level
of security, outperform several previously proposed
schemes, and significantly improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of false data filtering.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section presents the system model. In Section 3, we de-
scribe and analyze the basic PCGR scheme. An enhanced
PCGR scheme is presented in Section 4. Section 5 reports
the performance evaluation results. Section 6 discusses a
number of issues related to the proposed schemes. Section
7 concludes the paper.
2. System model

We consider a large scale wireless sensor network,
which is deployed in an unattended and hostile environ-
ment. The network is composed of low-complexity sensor
nodes, e.g. the Berkeley MICA mote [13], which has a pro-
cessor running at 4 MHz and 4KB RAM. These nodes are
also limited in power supply, bandwidth, and computa-
tional capability. Therefore, public key-based per packet
authentication cannot be afforded [14]. On the other hand,
each node has enough space for storing a few kilobytes of
keying information.

Node deployment is managed by a (offline) central con-
troller (or setup server), which is responsible for picking
group keys and preloading keying information to every
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node before it is deployed. We assume that each node is
innocent before deployment, and cannot be compromised
at least during the first several minutes after deployment
[2,15] since compromising a node takes some time. Also,
each pair of neighboring nodes can establish a pairwise
key using an existing technique [16–20]. Later when two
neighbors exchange messages for group key updating, they
will encrypt the messages using their pairwise key to pre-
vent eavesdropping.

We assume that a compromised node can be detected
by most of its neighbors. To achieve this, many existing
schemes can be employed. For example, in the physical
layer, Hall et al. [21] have studied how to detect the
changes of devices through signal changes. In the MAC
and network layers, the watchdog mechanism [5] and
some collaborative intruder detection scheme [6] can be
used. In addition, software attestation techniques, e.g.,
SWATT [7], have been proposed for verifying the genuinity
of the software running in a device, thus finding out nodes
whose code has been changed by an attacker. To defend
against compromised nodes (or outside intruders) from
injecting false reports or modifying the reports generated
by other innocent nodes, the statistical en-route filtering
(SEF) mechanism [4] is used to detect and drop false mes-
sages. With this mechanism, sensor nodes are randomly
assigned to multiple groups, and the nodes in the same
group share a unique key. We assume that nodes are
loosely time-synchronized. For example, a secure time-
synchronization protocol could be applied to provide time
synchronization even in the presence of node compromise
[22]. We also assume group rekeying is launched by each
node periodically [23]. This removes the dependency on
an online central server and may also reduce the rekeying
frequency. Clearly, the rekeying period is application-
dependent and in practice a proper tradeoff between secu-
rity and performance is necessary. However, the problem
of selecting an appropriate rekeying period is out of the
scope of this work.
3. Basic predistribution and local collaboration-based
group rekeying (B-PCGR) scheme

3.1. Basic idea

The B-PCGR scheme includes the following three steps.

3.1.1. Group key predistribution
Before a node is deployed, it is randomly assigned to a

group, and is preloaded with the current and the future
keys of the group. The keys are represented by a polyno-
mial called group key polynomial (g-polynomial). Different
from most existing group rekeying protocols, in which
new group keys must be generated and distributed reliably
at the time for key updating, the B-PCGR scheme can avoid
the overhead for network-wide reliable communications
since the keys are already preloaded.

3.1.2. Local collaboration-based key protection
Since all group keys have been preloaded, it is necessary

to protect the keys from being exposed to intruders. For
this purpose, even a node that is currently trusted should
not explicitly keep the future group keys because the keys
can be captured by an adversary if the node is compro-
mised later. Based on the assumption that every node is
innocent at least during the first few minutes after
deployment, we propose a local collaboration-based group
key protection technique, which is briefly described as
follows:

� Each node randomly picks a polynomial, called encryp-
tion polynomial (e-polynomial), to encrypt its g-
polynomial. We call the encrypted g-polynomial
g’-polynomial.

� The shares of the e-polynomial, are distributed to its
neighbors.

� The node removes its g-polynomial and e-polynomial,
but keeps its current key and its g’-polynomial.

After the above steps, a node cannot access its future
group keys without collaborating with a certain num-
ber of neighbors, each of which has a share of its e-poly-
nomial.

3.1.3. Local collaboration-based group key updating
At the time for group key updating, every innocent node

needs to receive a certain number of e-polynomial shares
from its trusted neighbors. Also, the received shares can
only be used to compute one instance of the e-polynomial
that is necessary for computing the new group key. This
group key updating mechanism guarantees that a node
can compute its new group key as long as it is trusted by
a certain number of neighbors; meanwhile, the node can-
not derive any group keys that should not be disclosed at
this time on its own.

3.2. Detailed description of B-PCGR

As elaborated in [24,25], following are some design de-
tails of the B-PCGR.

3.2.1. Predistributing g-Polynomials
Initially, the setup server decides the total number of

groups. For each group, a unique s-degree (s is a system
parameter) univariate g-polynomial

gðxÞ ¼
Xs�1

i¼0

ajxi ð1Þ

is constructed over a prime finite field FðqÞ to represent the
keys of the group, where gð0Þ is the initial group key, gðiÞ
(i P 1) is the group key of version i, and q is a large prime
whose size can accommodate a group key.

Before a node u is deployed, the setup server randomly
assigns it to a group, and preloads it with the g-polynomial
(gðxÞ) of the group.

3.2.2. Encrypting g-polynomials and distributing the shares of
e-polynomials

After u has been deployed and has discovered its neigh-
bors, it randomly picks a bivariate e-polynomial
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euðx; yÞ ¼
X

06i6s;06j6l
bi;jxiyj; ð2Þ

where l is a parameter picked by u itself1.
Using the e-polynomial (i.e., euðx; yÞ), as shown in

Fig. 1b, u encrypts its g-polynomial (i.e., gðxÞ) to get its g0-
polynomial (denoted as g0ðxÞ). The encryption is conducted
as follows:

g0ðxÞ ¼ gðxÞ þ euðx; uÞ: ð3Þ

After that, as shown in Fig. 1c, u distributes the shares of
euðx; yÞ to its neighbors v i (i ¼ 0; . . . ;n� 1; n is the number
of neighbors). Specifically, each neighbor v i of u receives
share euðx;v iÞ. Finally, u removes euðx; yÞ and gðxÞ, but
keeps g0ðxÞ. The distribution of g0ðxÞ and euðx;v iÞ is illus-
trated in Fig. 1d.

3.2.3. Key updating
Each node maintains a rekeying timer, which is used to

periodically trigger the node to update its group key, and
a variable called current group key version (denoted as c).
Note that c is initialized to 0 when the node is deployed.

To update group keys, each innocent node u increases its
c by one, and returns share ev i

ðc;uÞ to each trusted neighbor
v i. Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 2a, u receives a share
euðc;v iÞ from each trusted neighbor v i. Having received
lþ 1 shares, which are denoted as fhv i; euðc;v iÞi; i ¼ 0;
. . . ;lg, u can reconstruct a unique l-degree polynomial
1 Different nodes may select different value for l based on the number of
its neighbors. The selection approach will be discussed in Section 6.1.
euðc; yÞ ¼
Xl
j¼0

Bjyj; ð4Þ

by solving the following lþ 1 ðlþ 1Þ-variable linear
equations:

Xl
j¼0

ðv iÞjBj ¼ euðc;v iÞ; i ¼ 0; . . . ;l: ð5Þ

Next node u evaluates euðc; yÞ at y ¼ u, as shown in Fig. 2b,
and finally computes the new group key gðcÞ ¼ g0ðcÞ�
euðc;uÞ.
3.3. Security analysis

The security property of the B-PCGR scheme can be sta-
ted by Theorem 1, which has been proved in [24].

Theorem 1. The adversary can derive a future group key of a
group (whose g-polynomial is gðxÞ) if and only if:

(1.1) a node (e.g., u) of the group has been compromised, and
(1.2) at least lþ 1 neighbors of u (Recall that in the encryp-

tion polynomial picked by u, i.e., euðx; yÞ, the degree of x
is s and the degree of y is l.) have been compromised;

or

(2) at least sþ 1 past keys of the group have been
compromised.
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4. Cascading PCGR (C-PCGR) scheme

When the B-PCGR scheme is applied, a group key poly-
nomial is compromised if a node belonging to this group is
compromised along with its lþ 1 or more neighbors.
Meanwhile, for a node, its value of l must be smaller than
the number of its neighbors. As a result, if there exist some
nodes that have very few neighbors, the adversary could
selectively compromise these nodes to compromise a
group key polynomial with lower complexity. To address
this problem, we propose a cascading PCGR scheme, which
distributes the shares of a node beyond its direct neighbor-
hood. By applying this scheme, nodes with a small number
of neighbors can improve the security level of their group
keys.

In this scheme, the e-polynomial shares of u are
distributed to its multi-hop neighbors, instead of only to
its one-hop neighbors; at the same time, the e-polynomial
shares are distributed/collected in a cascading way, and
hence does not introduce much communication/storage
overhead.

4.1. The scheme

The C-PCGR scheme is designed based on the B-PCGR
scheme, and it also includes three steps. However, it differs
from B-PCGR in the second and the third steps, which are
described in the following. To simplify the presentation,
we only describe the case where the e-polynomial shares
are distributed to its 1- and 2-hop neighbors, while the
scheme can be extended to more general cases.

4.1.1. Polynomial encryption and share distribution
After each node (u) has been deployed and has discov-

ered its neighbors, it randomly picks two e-polynomials:
one is called 0-level e-polynomial (denoted as eu;0ðx; yÞ),
and the other is called 1-level e-polynomial (denoted as
eu;1ðx; yÞ). In both e-polynomials, the degree of x and y
are s and l, respectively.

Using the 0-level e-polynomial (i.e., eu;0ðx; yÞ), each node
u can encrypt its g-polynomial (i.e., gðxÞ) to get its g0-poly-
nomial (i.e., g0ðxÞ). The encryption is conducted as follows:

g0ðxÞ ¼ gðxÞ þ eu;0ðx; uÞ: ð6Þ

After that, as shown in Fig. 3a, u keeps gð0Þ (i.e., the current
group key), removes gðxÞ and eu;0ðx;uÞ, and distributes the
shares of eu;0ðx; yÞ to its neighbors. Specifically, each neigh-
bor v is given eu;0ðx;vÞ.
Having received 0-level e-polynomial shares from its
neighbors, as shown in Fig. 3b, each node (say v) uses its
1-level e-polynomial (i.e., ev ;1ðx; yÞ) to encrypt each re-
ceived 0-level share (i.e., eu;0ðx;vÞ) to obtain

e0u;0ðx;vÞ ¼ eu;0ðx;vÞ þ ev;1ðx� 1; vÞ: ð7Þ

After that, v keeps e0u;0ðx;vÞ and eu;0ðc þ 1;vÞ, which will be
returned to u at the next key updating time. It also removes
eu;0ðx; vÞ, and distributes the shares of its 1-level e-polyno-
mial (ev ;1ðx; yÞ) to its neighbors. Fig. 3 illustrates how the
e-polynomial shares of u are distributed to its 1-hop and
2-hop neighbors.

4.1.2. Key updating
To update keys, as shown in Fig. 4a, each innocent node

u increases its c by one, and returns shares ev ;0ðc;uÞ and
ev ;1ðc;uÞ to each trusted neighbor v (here, we assume that
u has received shares ev ;0ðx;uÞ and ev ;1ðx;uÞ from v before).
At the same time, u receives its own 0-level and 1-level e-
polynomial shares from its neighbors (i.e., eu;0ðc;vÞ and
eu;1ðc;vÞ from each trusted neighbor v).

Having received lþ 1 0-level e-polynomial shares, as
shown in Fig. 4a, u reconstructs a unique polynomial
eu;0ðc; xÞ. Knowing eu;0ðc; xÞ, u can compute its new group
key gðcÞ ¼ g0ðcÞ � eu;0ðc;uÞ.

Having received lþ 1 1-level e-polynomial shares, as
shown in Fig. 4a, v computes a unique polynomial
ev ;1ðc; xÞ, and then generates a share eu;0ðc þ 1;vÞ ¼ e0u;0ðcþ
1;vÞ � ev ;1ðc;vÞ, which will be returned to neighbor u at the
next key updating time.

In fact, the time for exchanging 1-level e-polynomial
shares can be postponed to a moment shortly before the
next group rekeying phase, as long as the innocent nodes
can exchange their 1-level shares and compute their 0-le-
vel shares before the phase starts. By this, innocent nodes
can still send out 0-level shares to their neighbors at the
next group rekeying phase. Furthermore, the shares are
not computed too earlier, which reduces the risk of being
revealed.

4.2. Security analysis

The security property of the C-PCGR scheme can be ex-
pressed by Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. For a certain group, its g-polynomial gðxÞ can be
compromised if and only if:
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(1.1) a node u in the group is compromised, and
(1.2) the adversary has compromised at least lþ 1 neigh-

bors of u, each of which also has lþ 1 neighbors
compromised;

or

(2) at least sþ 1 past keys of group i are compromised.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1. h
5. Performance evaluations

In this section, we first use the analytic approach to
compare the performance of the proposed PCGR schemes
and some previously proposed group rekeying schemes.
Then, we conduct simulations to study the communication
overhead of B-PCGR and how B-PCGR can improve the
effectiveness of filtering false messages.
5.1. Performance analysis

Before analyzing the performance of different schemes,
we list some notations that are used in this section as
follows:

� N: the total number of nodes in the network.
� n: the average number of trusted neighbors that a node

has.
� nc: the number of (compromised) nodes that should be

evicted.
� L: the length (in bits) of a group key.

5.1.1. Comparing the performance of PCGR schemes
We compare the performance of the proposed PCGR

schemes in terms of communication cost, computation
overhead, and storage requirement (Table 1). The main re-
sults are shown in Table 3.
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Table 1
Comparing B-PCGR, C-PCGR and RV-PCGR.

B-PCGR C-PCGR

Data sent/received
by each node
(bits)

nL 2nL

Rekeying delay oð1Þ oð1Þ
Computational

overhead
at key updating
time

n decryptions, oðl3Þ
multiplications/
divisions over
FðqÞ (q > 2L)

n decryptions, oðl3Þ
multiplications/
divisions
over FðqÞ

Total
computational
overhead per
node

2n encryptions/
decryptions,
oðl3 þ ðnþ 1Þs2Þ
multiplications/
divisions over FðqÞ

2n encryptions/
decryptions
and oð2l3 þ ð2nþ 1Þs2Þ
multiplications/divisions
over FðqÞ

Storage
requirement
per node (bits)

ðnþ 1Þðsþ 1ÞL ð2nþ 1Þðsþ 1ÞL
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5.1.1.1. Communication cost. In the B-PCGR scheme, each
innocent node needs to send out n messages to its trusted
neighbors during each key updating process. Each message
includes one share, which has L bits. Therefore, nL bits are
sent out by each node.

Similar to B-PCGR, the C-PCGR scheme also requires
each innocent node to send out n messages for key updat-
ing. Each message includes two shares, which have 2L bits.
Therefore, each node has to send out 2nL bits.

5.1.1.2. Computational overhead. In all three schemes, each
share sent/received by a node should be encrypted/de-
crypted using pairwise keys to prevent eavesdropping,
and the total number of messages sent/received is 2n dur-
ing each key updating process. Therefore, each node needs
2n encryptions/decryptions. Next, we discuss other com-
putation overhead of each scheme.

In the B-PCGR scheme, each node u first needs to evalu-
ate nþ 1 s-degree polynomials (ev i

ðcÞ and g0ðxÞ) to compute
n shares and g0ðcÞ, which needs oððnþ 1Þs2Þmultiplications.
After receiving lþ 1 or more shares, it also needs to solve a
ðlþ 1Þ-variable linear equation group to compute euðc;uÞ,
and the computational complexity for solving such an
equation group is oðl3Þmultiplications/divisions. The total
computational complexity is oððnþ 1Þs2 þ l3Þ multiplica-
tions/divisions over FðqÞ.

In C-PCGR, each node needs to compute n more shares
and solve one more ðlþ 1Þ-variable linear equation group,
so the total computational complexity is oðð2nþ 1Þs2þ
2l3Þ multiplications/division over FðqÞ.

To reduce rekeying delay caused by computations, most
of the above computations (i.e., computing and encrypting
shares, as well as computing g0ðcÞ) can be performed
beforehand, and only a few other computations (i.e.,
decrypting shares and computing euðc;uÞ) should be per-
formed during the key updating time. To distinguish these
two types of computational overhead, as shown in Table 3,
we list both the computational overhead at key updating
time and the total computational overhead for each key
updating.

5.1.1.3. Storage requirements. In the B-PCGR scheme, each
node u needs to store the following information:
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� the g0-polynomial g0ðxÞ, which needs ðsþ 1Þ � L bits to
store its coefficients.

� the shares of its neighbors’ e-polynomials, i.e., ev i
ðx;uÞ

(i ¼ 0; . . . ; n� 1), which need nðsþ 1ÞL bits.

The total storage requirement is ðnþ 1Þðsþ 1ÞL bits.
In C-PCGR, each node u needs to store the following

information:

� The g0-polynomial g0ðxÞ, which needs ðsþ 1Þ � L bits to
store its coefficients.

� The shares of its neighbors’ 0-level e-polynomials, i.e.,
ev i ;0ðx;uÞ (i ¼ 0; . . . ;n� 1), which need n � ðsþ 1Þ � L bits.

� The shares of its neighbors’ 1-level e-polynomials, i.e.,
ev i ;1ðx;uÞ (i ¼ 0; . . . ;n� 1), which need n � ðsþ 1Þ � L bits.

The total storage requirement is ð2nþ 1Þ � ðsþ 1Þ � L bits.

5.1.1.4. Summary. Table 3 compares the performance of B-
PCGR and C-PCGR. From the table, we can see that C-PCGR
has higher communication, computation, and storage over-
head than B-PCGR, but achieves a higher level of security.

5.1.2. Comparison with other group rekeying schemes
Table 2 compares B-PCGR with some previous schemes,

i.e., SKDC [8], LKH [9] and the Blundo’s scheme [12]. We
only compare the costs of these schemes related to key
updating, and nc represents the number of (compromised)
nodes that should be evicted.

In the SKDC scheme, the central controller sends a new
key to each trusted node individually. We assume that
such a message should go through

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

=2 hops in average,
and each new key has L bits. Therefore, the total traffic
introduced by key updating is ðN�ncÞ�L�

ffiffiffi
N
p

2 , and the average
size of the data sent/received by a node is ðN�ncÞL

2
ffiffiffi
N
p . To finish

a key updating, each node should receive the new key,
which takes oð

ffiffiffiffi
N
p
Þ units of time. The scheme is efficient

in terms of computation and storage. Each node needs only
one decryption and stores one key.

When analyzing the LKH scheme, we assume that a bin-
ary logic key hierarchy is used. Let sc represent the size of
the common ancestor tree (CAT) [26] of the evicted nodes.
This scheme requires that each node on CAT should change
its key encryption key (KEK) and notify the KEK to its two
children (except the evicted nodes). Therefore, 2Sc � nc

keys should be transmitted. Each node should receive the
keys, which results in a rekeying delay of oð

ffiffiffiffi
N
p
Þ units of
Table 2
Comparing B-PCGR with previous group rekeying schemes.

SKDC LKH Blundo’s

Distributed No No Yes
Data sent/received by each node (bits) ðN�nc ÞL

2
ffiffiffi
N
p ð2sc � ncÞL logðncÞ

Rekeying delay oð
ffiffiffiffi
N
p
Þ oð

ffiffiffiffi
N
p
Þ oð

ffiffiffiffi
N
p
Þ

Maximum computational overhead
per node (at key updating time)

1
decryption

logN
decryptions

evaluating a
polynomial

Maximum computational overhead
per node (overall)

1
decryption

logN
decryptions

evaluating a
polynomial

Storage requirement per node (bits) L LlogN Nðsþ 1ÞL
time. Also, each node in this scheme should keep logN
(the height of tree) number of KEKs, and hence the storage
requirement is LlogN.

If the Blundo’s scheme is used for distributedly generat-
ing a group key for up to N members, each node needs to
store and compute a ðN � 1Þ-variable polynomial. Assume
that the degree of the polynomial is s, the total storage
requirement is as high as Nðsþ 1ÞL bits.

Comparing our B-PCGR scheme to the previous
schemes, we can find that:

� B-PCGR has smaller rekeying delay than any other
schemes.

� B-PCGR generates less traffic than the centralized
schemes (SKDC and LHK).

� As a distributed scheme, B-PCGR requires each node to
perform some computations that are performed solely
by the central controller in a centralized scheme. There-
fore, the computational cost (per node) of B-PCGR is lar-
ger than the centralized schemes (SKDC and LHK), but it
is smaller than the Blundo’s scheme. From the table, we
can see that only a small fraction of the computations
should be performed at key updating time, so the rekey-
ing delay should not be increased too much. Further-
more, the key updating process may be initiated once
every several hours or even a couple of days, so the com-
putational cost is not significant in the long term.

� The storage requirement of B-PCGR is smaller than the
Blundo’s scheme, but larger than SKDC and LHK. How-
ever, the storage requirement is not very large in most
cases. For example, if n ¼ 20, s ¼ 30 and L ¼ 64bits, the
required storage space is about 5KB. Note that, if the
network density is very high and each node has many
neighbors, the node may select only a subset of the
neighbors to distribute shares. Thus, the storage require-
ment of each node can be reduced.

5.2. Simulations

5.2.1. Communication overhead of B-PCGR
5.2.1.1. Simulation model. In this ns2-based simulation,
2000 nodes are uniformly distributed to a 1000� 800 m2

field. The communication range of each node varies be-
tween 40 m and 50 m. Note that, when the range is 40 m,
each node has 12 neighbors in average, and the average
number of neighbors becomes 20 when the range is
B-PCGR

Yes
nL

oð1Þ
t-degree ðN � 1Þ-variable

over FðqÞ (q > 2L)
n decryptions, oðl3Þ multiplications/
divisions over FðqÞ

s-degree ðN � 1Þ-variable
over FðqÞ

2n encryptions/decryptions,
oðl3 þ ðnþ 1Þs2Þ multiplications/divisions
over FðqÞ
ðnþ 1Þðsþ 1ÞL



Table 3
Lookup table for selecting l (N ¼ 2000, rf ¼ 3:9e� 7, rc ¼ 1:4e� 7, t ¼ 6
days; Psðl; tÞP 0:9, Pcðl; tÞ 6 0:01).

Number of neighbors 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
l 6 6–8 7–9 7–10 7–12 8–13 8–14
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50 m. Parameter l picked by the nodes varies between 6
and 12. In the case that the number of neighbors of a node
(n) is smaller than lþ 1, l is re-selected as minðl;n� 1Þ.

We simulate two implementations of B-PCGR, namely,
the conservative B-PCGR and the optimistic B-PCGR. In the
conservative B-PCGR, each node returns a share to every
trusted neighbor at the time for key updating. This may
cause high redundancy in share exchanges. For example,
some nodes may have a large number of neighbors (say,
24), and the number could be much larger than its l
(say, 12). A certain level of redundancy enables nodes to
receive enough number of shares even if some shares are
lost in transmission. But too much redundancy may signif-
icantly increase overhead due to the increased amount of
traffic and the congestions introduced by the traffic. To
address this issue, we propose another implementation
called the optimistic B-PCGR. In this implementation, a
node returns a share to its neighbor u with the probability
of pr ¼

luþ1
nu
þ a, where nu is the number of neighbors of u,

lu is the value l selected by u, and a represents a redun-
dancy level. Here, a should be carefully selected: if it is
too small (e.g., a ¼ 0), many nodes may not get enough
number of shares due to communication errors; on the
other hand, if a is too large, many shares are exchanged
unnecessarily, and therefore cannot reduce the overhead.
We have run the simulations with various choices of a,
and the results show that the performance is optimized
when a ¼ 0:1. So, we let a ¼ 0:1 in the simulations of
which the results are shown and discussed in this section.
In both implementations, the conservative B-PCGR and the
optimistic B-PCGR, if a node does not obtain enough num-
ber of shares from its neighbors, it will broadcast a request
to its neighbors which it has not received shares from. On
receiving the request, the neighbors will send their shares
to the requesting node.
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Fig. 5. Message complexity
5.2.1.2. Simulation results. Fig. 5 shows the message com-
plexity of the conservative B-PCGR and the optimal B-PCGR
as n and l vary. Here, l varies between 6 and 12 when
n ¼ 20, and it varies between 6 and 10 when n ¼ 12. Com-
paring Figs. 5a and b, we can find that the optimistic B-
PCGR has significantly lower message complexity than
the conservative B-PCGR. This is because many shares are
not needed in the optimistic implementation, especially
when l is much smaller than n. From the figure, we can
also find that, in the conservative B-PCGR, the message
complexity increases rapidly as n increases, but it does
not change much as l varies. This is due to the fact that
every pair of neighbors must exchange a share, and thus
n becomes the dominant factor for message complexity.
In the optimistic B-PCGR, however, n does not affect
much the message complexity, while l has a significant
impact.

Fig. 6 shows the average delay for one key updating. As
we can see, the optimistic B-PCGR has lower delay than the
conservative scheme. Furthermore, the optimistic B-PCGR
performs better when n is much larger than l.

5.2.2. Effectiveness of filtering injected messages
5.2.2.1. Simulation model. To simulate the procedure of
node compromise, fake message injection by compromised
nodes, and the detection of injected fake messages, we de-
velop a customer simulator using C++.

In the simulation, we deploy 2000 sensor nodes uni-
formly to a 1000� 800 m2 field, and the communication
range of each node is fixed as 40 m. The stationary sink
(base station) sits at one corner of the field.

We simulate the behavior of node compromise as fol-
lows: the adversary keeps on randomly capturing and
compromising sensor nodes. Every certain time interval
(denoted as sc), the adversary can compromise (repro-
gram) one node and obtain the keys held by the node. After
that, the node is put back to the network (with all the keys
already compromised by the adversary). Therefore, every
sc , the number of compromised nodes is increased by 1,
and the number of compromised keys may also be in-
creased if the newly compromised node has keys previ-
ously unknown to the adversary.
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Each compromised node attacks the system by injecting
a fake message every 10 s. (We assume that an intruder
will not inject false reports with higher rate, since the in-
truder is easier to be detected in that case.)

We simulate three schemes. The first one is the original
SEF scheme [4]. The second one is the SEF scheme with in-
truder isolation (SEF-i), which is proposed for the purpose
of comparison. In this scheme, innocent nodes do not send
messages to or forward messages from compromised
nodes once they have been identified. The third one is
the SEF scheme with our periodical key updating (called
SEF-u). These schemes are evaluated in terms of:

� the injected message load, which is the total number of
hops traversed by each injected message (before it is
dropped) in 1 s;

� the control message load, which is the total number of
hops traversed by each control message related to the
intruder isolation (identification) or key updating in 1 s;

� the total message load, which is the sum of injected mes-
sage load and control message load.

The simulator collects the number of fake messages in-
jected by compromised nodes and the number of such
messages that can be detected by innocent nodes. In the
following figures, the performance of the above three
schemes are depicted as the injected message load (i.e.,
the total number of hops that injected messages are trans-
mitted before being detected or being received by the
sink). the control message load (i.e., the total number of
hops that key updating messages are transmitted), and
the total message load which is the sum of the above two.

5.2.2.2. Simulation results. We first evaluate the key updat-
ing mechanism by comparing the performance of SEF-u to
SEF and SEF-i. Fig. 7 shows the result when the key updat-
ing interval (su) is 10 h and the node compromise interval
(sc) is 1 h. In the figure, a point corresponding to time t re-
fers to the average message load during the 1 h-phase end-
ing at t.

From the figure, we can see that SEF-i and SEF outper-
form SEF-u at the beginning of the network lifetime. This
is due to the reason that there are very few intruders during
that period. The message load injected by the intruders is
small, and the intruder isolation mechanism can effectively
deal with the problem. In this case, if keys are periodically
updated, it does not bring too much benefit, but increases
the message load since each node needs to exchange infor-
mation with its neighbors in order to update its keys.

As the attack continues, the trend is reversed and the
SEF-u outperforms the other two. As shown in the figure,
the message load increases rapidly in SEF and SEF-i. In
SEF-u, since the keys are updated periodically, the keys
compromised by the adversary become useless after the
key updating. Therefore, the adversary cannot continu-
ously accumulate its knowledge about the keys to obtain
a large portion or all keys. Certainly, some intruders may
remain undetected and can renew its keys. However, these
nodes have only one key after each key updating, and
hence does not have significant impact.

When the periodical key updating mechanism is used,
the total message load includes two components: the in-
jected message load and the control message load (i.e.,
the messages exchanged between neighbors for key updat-
ing). Fig. 8 shows the tradeoff between these two compo-
nents. As the key updating interval (su) increases, the
average control message overhead decreases. At the same
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time, the average injected message load increases, since the
adversary can compromise more keys to attack the network
during each key phase (i.e., the period between two consec-
utive key update operations). Consequently, there exists an
optimal su, at which point the total message load is
minimized.

From Fig. 8a–c, we can see the impact of the number of
groups and parameter sc on selecting the optimal su. When
the number of groups is 10 and sc ¼ 1 hour, the optimal su

is between 15 and 25 h. As the number of groups decreases
(e.g., 5), it becomes easier for the adversary to compromise
a larger portion of keys to cheat more innocent nodes.
Therefore, the injected message load increases more
quickly, and the optimal su becomes smaller (i.e., 10–
20 h). As sc increases, i.e., nodes are compromised more
slowly, the injected message load also increases more
slowly. Consequently, the optimal su becomes larger (i.e.,
50–70 h).

6. Discussions

6.1. Parameter selection

When applying the B-PCGR scheme in a sensor network,
each node in the network must select parameter l appro-
priately to achieve a desired level of system security and
reliability. In this paper, the level of system security and
reliability is measured by two metrics:

� Psðl; tÞ: the probability that an arbitrary node, if not
compromised or failed, can update its group key suc-
cessfully at time t; i.e., it has lþ 1 or more neighbors
that are not compromised or failed at time t.

� Pcðl; tÞ: the probability that at least one group key
polynomial is compromised; i.e., there exists a node
that is compromised along with its lþ 1 or more
neighbors.

In the following, we develop a theoretic model for ana-
lyzing the relationship between parameter l, the number
of neighbors (denoted as n), Psðl; tÞ, and Pcðl; tÞ. Based
on the model, we show how each node determines its va-
lue of l.

We assume that a node fails (or is compromised) fol-
lowing a Poisson process. Specifically, a node fails before
time t with the probability of 1� e�kf t , where kf denotes
the failure rate. For example, if the expected life time of a
node is 30 days (i.e., 2,592,000 s) and t is represented in
the unit of second, kf ¼ 1=2;592;000 ¼ 3:9� 10�7. Simi-
larly, a node, if not fails, is compromised before time t with
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the probability of 1� e�kc t , where kc denotes the compro-
mising rate. Considering a scenario where the number of
nodes in the network, denoted as N, is 2000, and the adver-
sary can compromise one node per hour in average,
kc ¼ 1

1 h�2000 ¼ 1:4� 10�7.
Based on the above assumption, we can derive the

probability that a node is not compromised or failed before
t, denoted as psðtÞ, to be

psðtÞ ¼ e�ðkfþkcÞt : ð8Þ

Therefore,

Psðl; tÞ ¼
Xn

i¼lþ1

n

i

� �
psðtÞ

i½1� psðtÞ�
n�i
: ð9Þ

We can also derive the probability that a node is com-
promised before t, denoted as pcðtÞ, to be

pcðtÞ ¼
kc

kc þ kf
ð1� e�ðkcþkf ÞtÞ: ð10Þ

So the probability that a node and its lþ 1 or more neigh-
bors are compromised is

pcðtÞ �
Xn

i¼lþ1

n

i

� �
pcðtÞ

i½1� pcðtÞ�
n�i
: ð11Þ

Further, the probability for the adversary to compromise at
least one group key polynomial, i.e., Pcðl; tÞ, is no larger
than

1� f1� pcðtÞ �
Xn

i¼lþ1

n

i

 !
pcðtÞ

i½1� pcðtÞ�
n�igN

: ð12Þ

we now describe how a node determines its value of l to
achieve a desired level of system security. The approach
will be explained through an example.

Suppose we want to deploy a sensor network that is
composed of 2000 nodes. The expected life time of each
node is 30 days; i.e., rf ¼ 3:9e� 7. The rate for the adver-
sary to compromise the sensor node is no larger than 1
node/hour; i.e., rc 6 1:4e� 7. We aim to achieve the goal
that, during the 6 days after deployment, at least 90%
nodes, if alive, can update their group keys successfully,
and the probability for the adversary to compromise one
group key is lower than 0.01. That is, Psðl; tÞP 0:9 and
Pcðl; tÞ 6 0:01 for t ¼ 518400 s.

For each node to select its value of l appropriately, the
following steps are executed:

(1) The setup server computes Psðl; tÞ and Pcðl; tÞ based
on the known values of t, rf and rc .

(2) The server constructs a lookup table as shown in 3.
This table shows the range from which the value of
l is selected if the number of neighbors (i.e., n) is
known. For example, if a node has 16 neighbors, l
must be 7, 8 or 9 such that Psðl; tÞP 0:9 and
Pcðl; tÞ 6 0:01 for t ¼ 518400 s.

(3) Before a node is deployed, the server preloads the
lookup table to it.

(4) After a node has discovered its neighbors, it selects
a value for l according to the preloaded lookup
table.

6.2. Detecting false shares

In addition to compromising nodes and breaking group
key polynomials, the adversary may prevent a normal node
from updating its group key by injecting false shares to the
network or letting an undetected compromised return false
shares to its neighbors. To thwart this type of attacks, a
node must be able to authenticate its shares. Specifically,
a node (say u) can keep some signatures of the correct
shares, and use them to detect and filter false shares. A na-
ive approach for generating signatures is to use hash func-
tions. That is, for each share s, u keeps a hashed value hðsÞ
for authentication. This method, however, is not scalable.
For example, if a node has 20 neighbors and it is expected
to update its group keys for 100 times, it has to store
2000 hashed values. Note that a Mote of current generation
has only limited storage capacity. So this poses a high stor-
age requirement.

To achieve scalability, we propose a polynomial-based
technique for signature generation and authentication.
Specifically, the key polynomial of u, i.e., euðx; yÞ, can be
constructed as euðx; yÞ ¼ aðx; yÞ � duðx; yÞ þ quðx; yÞ, where
aðx; yÞ, duðx; yÞ and quðx; yÞ are all polynomials constructed
over finite field FðqÞ. When distributing the shares of
euðx; yÞ, u sends euðx;vÞ and aðx;vÞ to each neighbor v.
Then, u removes euðx; yÞ and aðx; yÞ, but keeps duðx; yÞ
and quðx; yÞ. Note that, u can deliberately select duðx; yÞ
and quðx; yÞ such that most of the coefficients of these
polynomials are zero and hence the required storage space
is small. At the time for updating group keys from version
c � 1 to c, v returns both euðc;vÞ and aðc;vÞ to u. Based on
duðx; yÞ and quðx; yÞ, u accepts a received share (say êuðc;vÞ
and âðc;vÞ) from a neighbor (v) only if êuðc; vÞ ¼ âðc;vÞ�
duðc;vÞ þ quðc;vÞ.

6.3. Node isolation and addition

If a large fraction of its neighbors are compromised, a
node may not be able to update its group key and thus
be isolated. To address this problem, new nodes may be
deployed to the isolated areas. After that, each new node
distributes shares only to other new nodes to prevent com-
promised nodes from obtaining its shares. Also, an isolated
innocent node can distribute its shares to these new nodes,
which can help the node to update its group key and rejoin
the network.

To realize the above operations, each node should be gi-
ven an initial master key K0 before deployment. The key is
used only during the first few minutes after deployment
and must be removed after that. When a new node distrib-
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utes a share to another new node, the share will be en-
crypted with K0 to prevent old nodes from obtaining it.
Also, a node (say u) should use K0 to encrypt its euðx; yÞ be-
fore removing euðx; yÞ and K0, and keep the encrypted poly-
nomial. When u is isolated later, it will send the encrypted
polynomial to the newly deployed neighboring nodes. On
receiving the encrypted polynomial, a new node (say v)
can decrypt it with K0, obtain a share euðx;vÞ, and finally
remove euðx; yÞ.

6.4. Other issues

In the PCGR schemes, the keys of an arbitrary group i
are generated by group key polynomial giðxÞ, where the de-
gree of x is s. If sþ 1 or more distinct keys of the same
group are exposed, giðxÞ could be reconstructed by the
adversary. To thwart this attack, instead of using giðcÞ di-
rectly as the group key for the cth period, we can use
HðgiðcÞÞ as the group key, where Hð:Þ is a one-way hash
function. By this, only the hashed values of giðxÞ are ex-
posed. The one-wayness property of function H prevents
the adversary from deriving the shares of giðxÞ that were
used in the past rekeying operations.

In the proposed schemes, group keys are updated peri-
odically. While group keys are being updated in the net-
work, nodes may not be able to send information to the
sink since the group keys known by the nodes may not
be consistent. To address this problem, data reports for-
warded during a threshold time interval after the rekeying
operation should still be authenticated using the previous
group key. This threshold time interval could be deter-
mined by the maximal time synchronization error in the
sensor network.
7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a family of predistribu-
tion and local collaboration-based group rekeying (PCGR)
schemes to address the node compromise problem. These
schemes are based on the idea that future group keys can
be preloaded to nodes before deployment, and neighbors
can collaborate to protect and appropriately use the pre-
loaded keys. Extensive analysis and simulations are con-
ducted to evaluate the proposed schemes, and the results
show that the proposed schemes can achieve a good level
of security, outperform several previously proposed
schemes, and significantly improve the effectiveness of fil-
tering false data.
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